Abstract-Characterization of electric loads provides opportunities to incorporate detailed energy usage information into applications such as protection, efficiency certification, demand response, and energy management. This paper proposes a low computational cost, but yet accurate method, to extract signatures for load classification and characterization. Instead of utilizing digital signal processing and frequency-domain analysis, this paper abstracts the similarity of voltage-current (V-I) trajectories between loads and proposes to map V-I trajectories to a grid of cells with binary values. Graphical signatures can then be extracted for many applications. The proposed method significantly reduces the computational cost compared with existing frequency-domain signature extraction methods. Test results show that an average of over 99% of success rate can be achieved using the proposed signatures.
Electric Load Classification by Binary Voltage-Current Trajectory Mapping
Examples of PELs include consumer electronics as well as portable major loads such as portable refrigerators, washers, and driers. PELs are of special interests. 1) PELs currently account for more usage than any other single end-use service [7] . 2) A large portion of this giant amount of electricity was wasted as vampire energy or standby power [8] .
Proper PELs management can result in as much as 75% standby power savings [9] and 40 million tons of carbon emission reduction expected per year in U.S. [10] . 3) PELs are more frequently installed, easily accessible, and controllable compared to nonportable electric loads [11] . 4) PELs are more intelligent and networked in future. To summarize, PELs possess great and unique potential to be efficiently managed as they can be directly controlled (e.g., turned ON/OFF) by switches in power strips, main sockets, and power outlets. For instance, Building America, by the U.S. Department of Energy, has started to identify and reduce electric loads consumption [12] and aims at 50% energy savings in new residential homes by 2015.
Within the NILM framework, a reliable and affordable method to identify the type, model, and status of an unknown load is a prerequisite (known as load identification). Many efforts have been devoted to the load identification problem. A comprehensive survey of existing solutions can be found in [2] . The performance of almost all existing load identification methods highly depends on the electrical signatures of each load, which are defined as "an electrical expression that a load device or appliance distinctly possesses" [13] . Typical signatures used in literature include RMS current value, total harmonic distortion (THD), power factor, harmonics, and transient power. These signatures require discrete or fast Fourier transformations (FFTs) on the current and/or voltage waveforms, which could be computationally expensive for applications with limited processor capability. To overcome this burden, this paper proposes a Fourier-transform free signature extraction algorithm which computationally costs far less.
Furthermore, it is shown in [14] that the fast development of front-end power supply design brings challenges to the load identification problem. Each type of PELs may have many different brands, models, and operating modes. Moreover, each type of PELs may be equipped with different front-end power supply topologies. Also, different types of PELs may be equipped by similar power supply units [15] . These problems have not been well addressed in literature.
To handle the diversity within each type of PELs and the similarity between different types of PELs, a two-step framework is proposed in [16] to improve accuracy, reliability, and robustness. The first step is called load classification, in which all PELs are grouped into seven categories based on their most common front-end power supply topologies [14] . The second step is called in-category load identification. Within each category, operating principles of PELs with similar front-end power supply topology are considered for load identification [17] , [18] . This paper proposes a novel set of computationally efficient but yet accurate signatures for load classification. The voltage-current (V-I) trajectories are first mapped to a grid of cells, each of which is assigned a binary value. A set of simple but yet efficient signatures can then be extracted directly from the mapped cell grid. Though the proposed features are mainly designed for load classification, they can be combined with existing in-category load identification methods such as support vector machines [15] , supervised self-organizing maps (SSOMs) [16] , and state-based features from long-term waveforms [18] to form a complete two-step load identifier. The proposed signatures can accurately assign an unknown load into one load category. Existing in-category identification methods can then determine its identity. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the load categories by front-end electronic circuit topology and typical V-I trajectories of loads in each category. Section III proposes an algorithm to map the V-I trajectories to a binary cell grid. Section IV presents a set of graphical signatures that can be extracted from the mapped cell grid and compares its computational cost with several widely used algorithms. Section V provides several test results with different scenarios. Finally, Section VI summarizes the conclusion of this paper.
II. ELECTRIC LOAD CATEGORIES BY FRONT-END ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT TOPOLOGY AND THEIR TYPICAL V-I TRAJECTORIES
It is more practical to first divide all PELs into categories and then extract common signatures for PELs in each category.
A. Electric Load Categories by Front-End Circuit Topology
A hierarchical taxonomy was proposed in [14] and a dc-dc converter. There is no phase angle displacement between current and voltage waveforms but the current waveform contains abundant harmonics.
4) Electronic Loads With Power Factor Correction
(Category P): A category P load typically consists of a front-end EMI, a rectifier, a voltage regulator, a power factor correction module, and a dc-dc converter.
5) Complex Structure Loads (Category M):
A category M load typically consists of multiple circuits supplied by independent front-end power supply units. As a result, the load current appears to be composed of currents from one or more of other categories. Note that, the categories T and PAC are no longer adopted in modern power supply industry, but these two categories are still included in this paper for completeness.
B. Typical V-I Trajectories of the Seven Load Categories
It is observed that the normalized V-I trajectories of PELs within each category share similar shapes, which can be used to represent PELs within each category. Furthermore, PELs of different categories possess quite different shapes of normalized V-I trajectories, which can be used to distinguish PELs from within different categories. Typical normalized V-I trajectories of the seven load categories are shown in Fig. 1 .
A recent study summarizes that there are eight shape signatures that can be considered to describe the V-I trajectory: asymmetry, looping direction, area, curvature of the mean line, self-intersection, slope of middle segment, area of left and right segments, and peak of middle segment [13] . Similar results have been reported recently based on empirical studies [19] . However, calculating these signatures requires a large amount of computational effort. Furthermore, as shown in Section III, existing graphical signatures cannot effectively handle the diversity within each type of PELs and the similarity between different types of PELs.
III. SIGNATURE EXTRACTION BY MAPPING V-I TRAJECTORIES TO CELL GRIDS WITH BINARY VALUES

A. Binary Mapping From V-I Trajectories
In order to effectively handle the difference between V-I trajectories of PELs within the same category, this paper proposes to first map the V-I trajectory to a grid of cells. Each cell is assigned a binary number. If the V-I trajectory cross though a cell, this cell is occupied by this V-I trajectory, assigned 1, and shown as a solid block as shown in Fig. 2 .
The binary mapping algorithm is defined as follows. 
3) Read input N, which defines the size of the grid in the horizontal direction. 
4) Calculate
and generate two sequences
which both have 2N elements. 5) Define a 2N × 2N cell grid. Cell (xth, yth) is assigned a positional value (v 0 + v·(x−N), i 0 + i·(y−N)) and a binary model value B x,y which is initialized to be 0. 6) Load half-cycle of data points, starting from the zero crossing point from negative to positive to another zero crossing point from positive to negative. 7) Start with the first data point (v h 1 , i h 1 ) of all the data points loaded in step 6), and execute the following loop:
cell (N + 1, y) is occupied and B +1,y = 1; cell (N + 1, y) is stored as the winner of(v h 1 , i h 1 ); break; end end 8) For the remaining data points from step 6), repeat step 7) by searching the eight adjacent cells of the previous winner. 9) Repeat step 7) for a predefined number of times. 
B. Illustration of Binary Mapping Algorithm
The following example illustrates the proposed mapping algorithm. Raw waveforms of a portable fan are shown in Fig. 3(a) . The corresponding V-I trajectory and the mapped cell grid are shown in Fig. 3 
IV. SIGNATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE BINARY CELL GRID
Besides reducing the variance in V-I trajectories of PELs within the same category, the mapping of V-I trajectories onto binary cell grids can also reduce the effect of distortion and preserve the graphical characteristics.
A. Load Signatures From V-I Trajectories Mapping
For each category of PELs, a novel set of signatures can be directly identified from the binary cell grid according to two key cells and three key lines, as shown in Fig. 4 .
The following signatures identically represent PELs within category.
1) The binary value of the left horizontal cell (1, N), marked as cell "C1." For instance, in Fig. 4 the binary model value B 1,12 of cell C1, i.e., cell (1, 12), is 0. 2) The binary value of the central cell (N, N) , marked as cell "C2." For instance, in Fig. 4 the binary model value B 12,12 of cell C2, i.e., cell (12, 12) , is 1. 
B. Determining the Number of Self-Crossing Intersections
It is suggested in [13] that the number of self-crossing intersections contained by a V-I trajectory could be related to the order of harmonics. However, self-crossing intersections can also be caused by loads in category M, i.e., loads with multiple independent front-end power supply units. Therefore, this paper proposes a general but yet low-cost algorithm to determine the number of self-crossing intersections contained in a V-I trajectory, as shown in Fig. 6 .
The number of self-crossings contained in a V-I trajectory can be determined by the following steps. 
where × denotes the cross product and · denotes the dot product. In other words, for any j and k, an instance when (3) is satisfied is considered as a self-crossing intersection.
C. Computational Complexity Analysis
Most existing load signatures are extracted from the harmonic spectra of the voltage and current waveforms, which require computing the discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) or the FFT and their inverses. Assume that voltage and current waveforms are given as
where ω 0 is the fundamental frequency, V k and δ k denote the magnitude and phase angle of the kth harmonic in voltage, and I k and θ k denote the magnitude and phase angle of the kth harmonic in current, respectively. The following steady-state load signatures [2] , [20] , [21] from the harmonic spectra are widely used in various load identification systems.
1) The RMS current I RMS .
2) The THD in current 3) The power factor pf = cos(δ 1 − θ 1 )/ 1 + THD 2 I , where δ 1 and θ 1 are the fundamental voltage and current angles. 4) The third and fifth harmonics (amplitude and phase). Though many algorithms have been proposed to reduce the computational complexity of FFT and DFT [22] , [23] , they may still be computationally expensive for many NILM applications. The proposed load signatures greatly reduce the computational cost. Table I compares the number of real multiplications and additions needed by the proposed binary mapping method with two widely used algorithms.
1) Goertzel's algorithm, which converts the DFT equation into an equivalent form as a convolution and is widely used for calculating individual DFT terms [24] . 2) Radix-2 FFT algorithm, which divides a DFT of size N into two interleaved DFTs of size N/2, greatly improves the computational efficiency, and is the simplest and most common form of FFT [25] . Determining values in (1) does not require much computational effort as data points are read half-cycle by half-cycle and ordered by voltage values. Each data point is only compared to adjacent unoccupied cells in one direction, as shown in Fig. 7 . In the extreme case of only computing the first, third, and fifth harmonics in current, i.e., M = 4, the proposed algorithm still has computational advantages over other two algorithms. If a full harmonic spectrum is present, the proposed algorithm needs the same number of multiplications and additions as Goertzel's algorithm with N = 4. However, in practical cases N is much greater than 4. 
V. NUMERICAL TEST RESULTS
In this section, the results of three tests are presented.
A. Data Collection
A database has been established to collect raw data [16] , [26] . For accuracy and convenience, the sampling rate is set to be 30.72 kS/s. Lower sampling rates such as 7.68 and 3.84 kS/s are also tested and the results remain relatively the same. This database has a total of 627 sets of real-world data collected using a PCB module with current and voltage sensors and a set of data acquisition devices [26] .
B. Supervised Self-Organizing Map
The self-organizing map (SOM) is an unsupervised artificial neural network trained by competitive learning. Du et al. [16] , [26] proposed to extend the SOM to an SSOM for load classification and identification. The outputs of the SSOM consist of a number of clusters, each represents one load category. Due to space limit, the details of utilizing an SSOM for load identification are not included in this paper but can be found in [16] , [26] , and [27] .
The performance of the SSOM classifier can be verified by cross-validation. The dataset is divided into two subsets. One is used to train the SSOM (called the training set), and the other is used to test its performance (called the testing set). Both subsets are labeled in the manner that every data point (i.e., a vector of signatures) is labeled by its actual category identity (i.e., which category it belongs to). For example, 
C. Test on Five Major Load Categories
As discussed in Section II-A, the first five load categories cover the majority of existing PELs. Thus, in this test the success rates of classifying loads from the first five load categories are presented. The proposed signatures are expected to have values in Table II. For each category, a number of PELs have been tested and each PEL has been tested 100 times independently. The results are shown in Table III. To summarize, the proposed signatures achieved an average of over 99% of classification success rate. The classification of category M PELs, i.e., loads with multiple independent frontend power supply units, has the lowest accuracy. This is mainly due to the wide diversity of loads in this category.
D. Test on All Seven Load Categories
In this test, all seven load categories are considered. The proposed signatures are expected to have values in Table IV. A total of 75 sets of PELs (of 23 types) are tested. Results are presented in Table V .
PELs in category PAC are sometimes mistakenly categorized as category R due to the similarity between normalized V-I trajectories from these two categories.
To summarize, the proposed signatures combined with SSOM can achieve an average of over 99% (95%, respectively), classification success rate for major five (all, respectively) load categories.
E. Comparison of Proposed Signatures and Conventional Signatures Using SSOM
This test aims at comparing the performance of the SSOM used with proposed signatures against with conventional signatures defined in Section IV-C. In other words, the comparison is performed on the same dataset using the same method (i.e., SSOM). The same database from previous example is used to train a 50-by-50 SSOM and a total of 30 sets of PELs (of 13 types) are tested. For each testing dataset, 100 V-I trajectories are selected and mapped to a 256-by-256 cell grid. The comparison is shown in Table VI . Table VI shows that the proposed signatures achieved higher load classification success rates compared to conventional signatures from harmonic analysis.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a low computational cost but yet accurate algorithm to extract signatures for load classification. Instead of utilizing Fourier transformations and frequency domain analysis, this paper abstracted the similarity of V-I trajectories between loads and proposed how to map V-I trajectories to a grid with binary cell values. Graphical signatures can then be extracted. The proposed method significantly reduces computational cost compared to existing frequency-domain signature extraction methods. Test results showed that an average success rate of more than 99% can be achieved using the proposed signatures.
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